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Irish Loyalty Awards

sponsored by Visa

The new awards programme putting
the customer at the heart of business
Irish businesses and brands invest millions
of euro in loyalty programmes and benefits
each year, and recognition is on the horizon
with a new awards programme for the
loyalty sector, writes Siobhán Maguire

A

new awards
programme has
been launched
to celebrate excellence in Irish
businesses that have customers and loyalty at the heart of
their transactions.
Zenith Marketing announced the arrival of the
Irish Loyalty Awards last
Tuesday. The awards have
been developed specifically
for the Irish market with the
goal of becoming the premier
platform for excellence and
achievement in the loyalty
industry for Irish companies.
The new awards will be
supported by Visa, the leading
global payments technology
company, which has been
announced as lead sponsor.
Visa is helping to transform
the loyalty landscape in Ireland with its Card Linked Offers platform, which is now
available to anybody with a
Visa debit card issued by an
Irish bank. With Visa debit,
credit and prepaid cards accounting for more than €1 in
every €3 of Irish consumer
spending, Visa can deliver
unrivalled insights to banks
and retailers, enabling them
to attract new customers, and
reward existing customers.
Commenting at the awards
launch, Philip Konopik, Visas’s Ireland country manager, said: “We’re delighted

to support the inaugural Irish
Loyalty Awards. In an increasingly competitive business
environment, loyalty is key
for any organisation’s longterm success, and we are
looking forward to celebrating
the innovative programmes
that Irish companies of all
sizes are operating to retain,
grow and expand their customer bases.
“We have seen through the
success of our Card Linked
Offers platform that a onesize-fits-all approach to loyalty is no longer sufficient as
consumers increasingly demand ever greater personalisation and seamless shopping
experiences.”
The recognition of best in
class will highlight the need
for industry to constantly
adapt, improve and develop
customer loyalty offerings.
The Irish loyalty landscape
is changing, and technological advances are changing the
playing field. Businesses must
ensure their programmes are
structured to support and enable the innovations necessary to deliver loyalty programmes of the future.
According to industry experts we will see more strategic brand alliances emerge,
designed to deliver sophisticated choice and content,
to meet complex consumer
needs. Brands will need to be

disruptive in their thinking
about loyalty, seeking new
kinds of value propositions,
exploring different models
and redefining the way in
which loyalty is perceived.
Marian Kelly and Eileen
McGuinness developed the
awards to target the loyalty
industry across all sectors.
“The rationale for the
awards is very simple: to
bring the industry together
and provide a recognition and
networking platform for Irish
companies, irrespective of
size or sector.”
The awards will recognise
SMEs and blue-chip brands
across all sectors that are
building lasting and profitable
relationships with their customers through loyalty. The
programme has 12 categories,
and encompasses all business
sectors. There is a streamlined
entry process and voting will
be done by the public.
This is a real opportunity for
companies to be applauded
for the many ways they reward loyal customers.
In addition to Visa, category sponsors include Pure
Loyalty, WIN|WIN and Axa
Insurance, and there are opportunities for further sponsorship available.
James Lenehan, chief executive of WIN|WIN said: “In
recent times, there has been a
power shift between consum-
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ers and brands when it comes
to loyalty. Big brands are now
the ones being put to the test
as they must demonstrate
loyalty to their customers –
turning the traditional model on its head. This has come
about because today’s digital world has become much
more competitive. New channels and offerings have disrupted the traditional model,
with challenger brands now
breaking new ground.
“Loyalty is no longer just
about offering discounts.
As consumers expectations
evolve, there is a growing need
for loyalty programmes to

evolve with them. The Irish
Loyalty Awards will pave
the way for recognising and
establishing best practice in
the loyalty space in Ireland.
As key players in the rewards
and loyalty sector, WIN|WIN
is delighted to sponsor the
event. We are really looking forward to the awards in
March.”
Mike Brinn, global loyalty director of Pure Loyalty,
said: “Customer loyalty is
important, but emotional
engagement is the element
marketeers need to focus on
in order to be successful with
today’s consumers. That’s

what we’ve been working on
with the GAA, Pallas Foods,
Electric Ireland and Applegreen and why we are thrilled
to be sponsoring the first Irish
Loyalty Awards.
“Not only are we proud to
be supporting a new, local
industry initiative, but we’re
excited about giving more
companies the exposure
and tools they need to build
a successful loyalty scheme
of their own.”
Antoinette McDonald,
AXA’s partner and customer experience director, said:
“Axa is delighted to support
the Irish Loyalty Awards. As

a company we are focused on
making a difference in our
customers’ lives. Our loyalty programme, Axa Plus, is
already an award-winning
customer loyalty programme
and provides real rewards,
which are an extra plus for
Axa customers, in addition
to the normal insurance relationship.
“As part of Axa Ireland’s vision, we are building on this
by creating even more compelling customer experiences.
In creating sustained, longterm relationships, combining
them with enhanced customer engagement, we will con-

Visa reinvents
loyalty to create
a new type of
customer
Country manager Philip Konopik reveals
how the payments giant is using technology
to simplify the process for merchants and
consumers alike, writes Siobhán Maguire

V

isa cards, whether debit, credit or
prepaid, account
for more than
€1 in every €3
of Irish consumer spending. It’s little wonder, then,
that the payments giant has
its eye on making purchases far more meaningful for
both merchants and consumers.
One way the company has
made significant changes is
through Visa’s Card Linked
Offers platform, an incentive
that offers cashback rewards
to participating cardholders in
partnership with a number of
banks in Ireland. The rewards
work in tandem with those of
bank cards from Permanent
TSB (GoRewards), AIB (AIB

Everyday Rewards), Bank of
Ireland (Live Life Rewards
from Bank of Ireland), and
Ulster Bank (Ulster Bank Rewards).
Card Linked Offers uses Visa’s transaction data to target
consumers with personalised,
relevant and simple money-back offers. Cardholders
simply register their Visa debit
card for the relevant scheme
with their bank to avail of offers from a range of retailers
and start earning cash directly
back into their bank account.
Offers vary by bank.
Customers do not have to
print vouchers or enter codes
to avail of promotions. After
making a purchase through
the programme with their
registered Visa debit card, the

customer will automatically
receive money back within
five working days. New offers are made available every
week.
This transaction data technology is changing the way
retailers interact with customers on loyalty rewards.
Philip Konopik, Visa’s Ireland
country manager, says loyalty
has transformed dramatically
over the last 50 years in the
retail sector.
“Visa is the leading payments company in the world
in terms of card payments,”
he said.
“We are the principal component in the digitalisation
of payments and we are
effectively creating a lot of
data which can be leveraged
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by merchants to create new
experiences, tailored to consumers.
“As we have migrated from
cash to cards and digital payments, we’re now enabling
new loyalty experiences to
exist that were perhaps common maybe 50 or 60 years
ago. That was when a consumer could walk into their
local retailer and the shopkeeper would know them
by name and maintain their
own account for them. If
the customer wanted to pay
next week, that was fine and

they would get their regular discount because they
were known to the retailer. This kind of service had
disappeared as society had
grown, but with digitalisation the ability to deliver that
kind of experience is coming
back.”
Visa plays a key role in
leveraging the data and information to work with merchants to create that type of
consumer experience.
“This is the power of digitalisation,” said Konopik.
“Increasingly customers

are cautious about data and
their digital footprints, but at
the same time they are very
happy to share this data with
trusted partners and retailers when there is a reward
and value that they can get
back. And that can be a great
experience or great service,
it can be rewards, surprises
and treats.
“Depending on what kind
of merchant you are, that will
determine what kind of experience or service you want
to provide. Our job is just to
make that possible in the first

instance – that’s what we’re
trying to do.”
Visa’s vision is for consumers to be able to pay for
goods and reap rewards in one
transaction, without the need
for multiple loyalty cards.
“There’s too much noise for
consumers to wade through
and figure out what gives
them the best value,” said
Konopik.
“It’s not a fact that all these
loyalty aspects will merge into
one, but there’s no reason why
they couldn’t be combined
into a single experience.

tinue to create added value
for our customers. By helping
customers during their time
of need, outside of the usual
insurance claim situation, it
helps Axa to demonstrate that
we care for what matters to
our customers.”
The black-tie awards ceremony will take place on
March 28 at the Intercontinental Hotel, Dublin.
Applications are welcomed from
all companies irrespective of size
or profile. Entries are now open,
and more information and application forms can be found on
irishloyaltyawards.ie

“I’ll give you a tangible
example. You probably have
four or five loyalty cards and
you may not use them all the
time because you don’t have
your wallet or the time to produce your card. The retailer
is missing out because they
can’t reward you and you, the
consumer, are not getting the
points. Part of this consolidation of loyalty will be in finding a common denominator,
and from our perspective that
question is: how can we use
our infrastructure to facilitate
that?
“Imagine a world where
you could combine multiple
loyalty cards behind your
Visa transactions, so all you
have to do is produce your
Visa card when you pay and
everything else happens in
the background, whether it is
your points or your free cup of
coffee or discount. All of that
is automated, and as a result
the consumer never misses
out and the merchant knows
what you are doing and can
reward you for that behaviour.
That will happen over the next
period of years, and Visa is
already able working on this.”
Visa is a key sponsor of next
year’s inaugural Irish Loyalty
Awards.
“We think the Irish Loyalty
Awards is a great initiative and
something that was missing,”
he said. “Ireland is a great
market where loyalty can be
delivered. It is an opportunity
to showcase the best in class
and we are very supportive
of this. It will greatly benefit
the market.”
For more information on Visa’s
Card Linked Offers, go to: visa.ie.

